Alteration of nucleolar dispersion in prophase by 5-FUdR treatment.
The action of 5-Fluorodeoxyuridine (FUdR) used as an inhibitor of RNA synthesis on the nucleolar evolution during mitosis, has been studied in meristematic cells. Under FUdR treatment the nucleolar dispersion appears as a continuous process, but generally it is not completed and nucleolar remnants remain throughout the whole mitosis. The nucleolar material which was dispersed is transported by the mitotic chromosomes, and in telophase contributed to the formation of the new nucleolus. The non-dispersed part persisted in the cytoplasm during telophase, coexisting with both the prenucleolar bodies and the new nucleolus which was being formed. Our results suggest the necessity of some kind of RNA synthesis, preferentially blocked by FUdR, for nucleolar dispersion to take place.